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XII.  the greatest of our wars
It may on first consideration appear remarkable that after
the victorious close of the greatest and in many ways the most
creditable of all our British wars there should have manifested
themselves such widespread dissatisfaction with its conduct,
disappointment at its results, and criticism of the army and the
leaders who had done the most to win it. Something must be
allowed for the after-effects of war strain and weariness, and
something more for the fact that for almost the first time in our
history many of those who had fought through the war in the
lower ranks, commissioned and non-commissioned, was
articulate enough to be able to tell the story from their own point
of view—one almost inevitably limited, partial, and depressing.
The statesmen then chimed in, in order to prove that what
went wrong was all the fault of the silly soldiers, and the soldiers
seized their virgin pens to throw the blame back either on the
statesmen or on some fellow-soldier. Joffre once, when
questioned by some tactless person with reference to the
controversy between his advocates and those of Gallieni, *' Who
really won the battle of the Marne ? " replied : " I do not know,
but I know who would have lost it, if it had been lost." It
might almost be supposed, from the range and heat of all this
controversy among us, that not only the battle of the Marne,
but the whole war, had been lost, though we should still be
no nearer deciding who had lost it.
We must accept as regrettable but inevitable facts that no
war is ever waged and won without innumerable errors and
miscalculations on both sides, which on the whole tend more
or less to cancel each other out, and leave the issue in the end
to be decided on the balance of the respective forces engaged;
that strokes of military genius (which are much rarer natural
phenomena than most of us suppose) and consistent exhibitions
of high ability (which are much more common) can only delay
or at best modify, but never alter, that ultimate issue ; and that
in a war between great nations putting everything they have into
the fight, that issue can be arrived at only by slow and painful
degrees.   Modern wars, in fact, whether considered as military
processes or as political instruments, are at best matters of
small profits and slow returns, and at worst senseless gambles
which ignorance may account for but can hardly excuse.  In a
war in which half a world is involved, errors of judgment on
the jpait of individual commanders—even if they command a
million men—are necessarily limited in their effects ; they
may expedite or dday the inevitable result, but so long as the
bdligereat nations possess the tenacity to fight on and the means

